75, §91) instead of depalatalization; zmieszanie (nosdwek) is translated as mixing (of the nasals) (p. 91, §107), instead of fusion or merger.
There are also some mistakes resulting from an unfamiliarity with Polish geographical and historical terminology: e.g., kresy, a popular term denoting vaguely the eastern borderlands of interwar Poland (beyond the river Bug) , is translated constantly as borderland instead of eastern borderlands; kskga grodzka is translated as Grod book (sic!) (p. 34, §46) instead of city book; dwudziestolecie (meaning the twenty interwar years) is translated as the twenties (p. 46, §59) instead of interwar period ; na wysokosci Lublina (meaning at the geographical latitude of Lublin) is translated as at the Lublin highlands (sic!) (p. 48, §62), instead of at the geographical latitude of Lublin; rdzennie polskie gwary is translated as dialects basically native to Poland (p. 49, §63) : perhaps it would be simpler to translate it as dialects originally or generically Polish ; Rus Czerwona is translated as Red Ukraine? (with question mark indicating the translator's doubts, (p. 68, §83), the form Red Ruthenia should be used instead; the title of a Polish medieval text Sprawa chgdoga is unnecessarily and unfortunately translated was Neat Business (sic!) (p. 78, §93) and as Chgdoga's Af fair (sic!) (p. 83, §98) : chgdoga is an adjective in nom. sing. fem., meaning "beautiful, neat", sprawa here means "relation, report"; I think that the titles of Old Polish literary monuments should be left in the original.
The above are only the most striking examples of mistakes in translation. In addition there are many others resulting simply from oversight or omission and these can often be corrected or supplemented by a careful and conscious reader. But more serious are the printer's mistakes with the linguistic forms quoted in the book. We can find them on almost every second page. This fact makes the translation useless as a textbook for uninitiated students. It is impossible to give here the whole list of printer's errors which distort the linguistic material. I think that the editor should publish and distribute corrigenda. In order to illustrate the importance of this proposal I will quote an example from one page and one line only, namely: page 9, line 2 from the top
